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INTRODUCTION 
THE PURPOSE of this note is to establish a Kiinneth formula for the ring K*(X) introduced 
in [l]. We shall prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let X, Y.be$nite CW-complexes, then we hare a natural exact sequence 
0 --) K*(X) @ K*(Y) 2 K*(X x Y) -!+ Tor(K*(X), K*(Y)) + 0. 
Here 0, Tor are applied to abelian groups, and CI is the natural map induced by the product 
in Ii*. Moreover the sequence is Z,-graded with deg a = 0, deg p = 1, where Kq @ Kg 
and Tor (Kp, Kq) are given degree p + q (p, q E Z,). 
This theorem is formally analogous to the Kiirmeth formula for ordinary integral 
cohomology H”, and it might be thought that these were two special cases of a more general 
result valid for any “‘extraordinary” cohomology theory with products.7 This is not the 
case however. For example in KO-theory the map a is not always injective.f Thus for a 
Ktinneth formula to hold one has to assume some additional special property of the 
theory. The proof which we shall give for K* is quite different from the proof for H*. 
We shall use the fact that H*(B,, Z) is free and of course the analogue in ordinary cohom- 
ology is false, since the Eilenberg-MacLane spaces have torsion. It seems to be difficult 
therefore to find any basic common ground between our theorem and the ordinary Kiinneth 
formula. 
1. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We shall first prove a special case of the theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let A’, Y Definite CW-complexes and suppose K*(Y) is free. Then 
K*(X) @ K*(Y) : K*(X x Y) 
is an isomorphism. 
t In ,uch a theory all groups would be modules over the graded ring ,I* = cohomology of a point, 
and 2, Tor would be applied to A*-modules. 
: This remark is due to R. Wood. An example is provided by the product of tw6 complex projective 
planes. 
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Proof. Usi.ng the filtration of X by its skeletons Xp, and of X x Y by Xp x Y, we get, 
as in [ 1; $21, two spectral sequences E,, F, : 
E, = c*(x; Z)= K*(X) 
F, = C*(X; K*(Y)) * K*(X x Y) 
where C* denotes the cochain complex. The naturality of productsi_ shows that we get 
natural homomorphisms 
CI, : E, @ K*(Y) + F,. 
For r = 1 this is an isomorphism. Since K*(Y) is free the operation @K*(Y) commutes 
with the homology functor and hence c(, is an isomorphism for all I’. Thus r induces 
an isomorphism of graded groups and hence (since the filtrations are finite) descending in- 
duction on the filtration shows that CI must be an isomorphism. 
To deal with the general case we shall require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let X by a finite CW-complex. Then we can embed X as a subcomplex o_f a 
finite CW-complex A so that 
(i) K*(A) is free, 
(ii) K*(A) + K*(X) is an epimorphism. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient o prove the lemma for connected X. Then 
K+(X) = z 0 RO(X> 0 K’(X) 
is a finitely-generated group, and we have 
RO(X) = [X, B”] 
K’(X) = [X, U] 
where [ , ] denotes homotopy classes of mappings and U denotes the “infinite” unitary 
group. Let {xi) be (homogeneous) generators for K*(X). Then for each i choose finite 
approximations to B,, U: 
Ai = 
rJ(211) 
U(n) x U(n) 
if deg xi = 0 
Ai = U(n) if deg xi = 1 
where n is any large integer (n > dim X). Each Ai has a natural fundamental element ai 
ai E I’ = [Ai, B”] deg ai = 0 
aieK’(Ai) = [A,, U] deg ai = 1, 
and we can find maps fi : X --f Ai such that xi= f i(ai). Put A = l-IA, and we get a map 
f: X -+ A satisfying (ii). Also H*(A,; Z) is free and hence (i) holds (cf. [l ; $21). Finally 
we can always replace f by a homotopically equivalent inclusion and A will remain a finite 
C W-‘complex. 
If we take X c A as given by this lemma and put B = A/X, then (ii) shows that we get 
a short exact sequence: 
(I) 0 + l?*(B) -* K*(A) --) K*(X) + 0. 
Since K*(A) is free so is R*(B) and hence also K*(B) = l?*(B) @ Z. 
t cf. Lemma (3.1) of 121. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let A, 8 be constructed from X as in $1. Then K*(A), K*(B) being free we can apply 
Lemma 1 and we deduce the isomorphiims 
(2) K*(A) 0 K*(Y) z K*(A x Y), 
(3) K*(B) @ K*(Y) z K*(B x Y). 
If b, is the base point of B then [l; $1.51 
K*(B x Y, b, x Y) = Ker{K*(B x Y) --f K*(b,, x Y)]. 
Hence from (3) we deduce 
R*(B) @I K*(Y) z K*(B x r, b, x Y). 
The exact triangle of the pair (A x Y, X x Y) therefore becomes 
If*(B) y K*(Y) 5 K*(A) @I K*(Y) 
a\ A \ \ /’ 
2*(x  S) 
from which we obtain the exact sequence 
B 
O+Coker4:K*(X x Y)-+Ker4+0. 
But from (l), since K*(A) is free, it follows that 
Coker 4 = K*(X) 0 K*(Y) 
Ker 4 = Tor(K*(X), K*(Y)), 
and so we get an exact sequence 
0 -, K*(X) @ K*(Y) : K*(X x Y) : Tor(K*(X), K*(Y)) --f 0. 
The behaviour of the Z,-grading is clear: p is induced by 6 and so has degree one. It remains 
now to establish naturality. 
Let g : X’ --) X be a given map andf: X + A, f ’ : x' + A' be maps as given by Lemma 
2. Then the map 
h=(fg,f’):X’+A x A’ 
will also satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2 (using Lemma 1). The commutative 
diagram 
I’ 
X' -A’ 
\ 7 
\I: 
‘L /’ 
g AxA’ 
\ 
\ 
f ‘L 
X-A 
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then gives rise to the commutative diagram 
B(f) 
K’*(X x Y) -___* Tor(K*(X), K*(Y)) 
\ I 
\ 
‘L 
K*(X’ x Y) 
/ ’ ‘V(h) 
d’ Nf’) ‘L I 
K*(X’ x Y) - Tor(K*(X’), K*(Y)). 
This shows that /? is natural in X, and in particular (taking X’ = X) that it is independent 
of the choice off. The naturality in Y is immediate from the construction. 
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